
The most advanced technology 
available to preemptively hunt 
and capture compromised 
login credentials.

Stop Fraud.  Restore Confidence.

◆ Advanced Technology
◆ Preemptive Protection
◆ For Employees, Customers, & Supply Chain

Premier cyber threat intelligence designed to defeat 
cybercriminals who attack employee, customer, and 
supply chain networks.



CredProtect works on two levels:
◆  Locates the Global Known Bad 
    & the Identified At-Risk.  

CredProtect proprietary processes (U.S. patent 
pending) provide the most comprehensive search 
of login credentials available, powerful enough to 
uncover hidden connections to compromised 
credentials (the Known Bad) and credentials stolen 
but not yet used by criminals (the Identified 
At-Risk).  This insight preemptively stops f raud. 

◆  Combines Advanced Technology &      
    Premier Data Collection into one solution. 

Unique to CredProtect, we combine technology 
solutions and data collection solutions into a single 
platform. No existing market offering compares to 
CredProtect advanced technology and data 
management to keep your networks safe while 
maintaining peak performance.

CredProtect provides extreme flexibility. Several integration options allow any 
business, industry or organization to focus on specific risk areas.

Flexibility Based on Your Needs

◆  CP for Employees: Find compromised employee credentials to decrease    
     vulnerabilities and risk of network exploitation.

◆  CP for Customers: Find customers with compromised credentials to decrease   
     the risk of Account Take Over (ATO).

◆  CP for Supply Chain: Find compromised credentials belonging to vendors and     
    other third parties to decrease the risk of Business Email Compromise (BEC).

The CredProtect Story
CredProtect began as a successful 
defense against compromised login 
credentials for a global financial 
institution that saved over $60 million.

Today, CredProtect is the most advanced 
technology available to hunt and capture 
the compromised login credentials of 
employees, customers, and supply chain 
vendors and merchants.

◆  Preemptive

◆  Global

◆  Private

◆  Secure

◆  Invisible

◆  Ethical

◆  Novel



Stolen or Hacked Login Credentials

Confirmed At-Risk Identified
Identifies credentials that are 
compromised but not yet used in a crime

At-Risk Not Identified
Waits for a criminal to use the 
compromised credential in a crime

Preemptive
Discover compromised credentials before 
a criminal login event occurs

Not Preemptive
A criminal login event must occur first

Access to the CP Network
CredProtect Network includes unrelated 
third-party data breaches, old malware 
campaigns, inactive phishing campaigns, 
and more

No Network
Results are limited to specific data sets 
collected

Cost Savings
Easier integration and scalable protection 
are flexible and affordable

High Cost
Expensive licensing and integration

Flexible Integration
Can be deployed onsite or externally

Not Flexible
Full integration into IT environment 

E�cient & Full Control
Options allow your analysts to isolate, 
resolve, monitor or disregard any 
compromised credential identified

Manual Resolution
Matches will require building the internal 
infrastructure to resolve compromised 
credentials

Invisible, Frictionless Touch
Effective credential monitoring with no 
added burdens or processes to slow users 
or customers on your network

Burdensome Infrastructure Required
Adds time to the login process resulting in 
end user increased friction

CredProtect
Other Technology-based 
Company Solutions:



Global Known Bad Discovered
Hunts and collects stolen or compromised 
credentials from sources worldwide

Limited Results 
Findings limited to data sets acquired from 
criminals or other special method

Secure
No PII is exported from your network

Not Secure
Requires an export of PII from your 
network creating another vulnerability

Ethical
Ethical data hunting and collection 
means criminals do not profit and stolen 
data is not trafficked by your company 
and vendor

Privacy Law Compliant
U.S. DOJ/ E.U. GDPR privacy laws 
compliant

Uncertain Privacy Compliant
Unproven based on data acquisition 
method

Fully Automated
Results delivered without human 
intervention

Manual Process
Requires human intervention each time a 
search is ran or results delivered

Cost E�ective
Easier integration and scalable protection 
are flexible and affordable

Cost Prohibitive
Expensive due to tailored or piecemealed 
sales offerings

Access to the CredProtect Network
CredProtect Network includes current 
and inactive (old) breaches, old malware 
campaigns, inactive phishing campaigns, 
and more

No Network
Results are limited

CredProtect
Other Data Collection-based 
Company Solutions:

◆ Advanced Technology
◆ Preemptive Protection
◆ For Employees, Customers, & Supply ChainStop Fraud.  Restore Confidence.

Stolen or Hacked Login Credentials

Potential Ethical or Criminal Risk 
Unauthorized undercover operations for data 
which could complete the criminal-profit cycle 
and fund future hacks or fraud events


